
 

Kieroy 
CJC J1 2019 
CHEMISTRY Improved from S grade during mid year exam to B grade during end of year exam  

 

 

         

Mr Lim is a committed and dedicated 
teacher who makes chemistry a joy to learn. 
His methods has helped me to remember 
and apply concepts easily and accurately. 
His eye for details helped me address my 
weak points and potential error spots and 
this helped me a lot in my exams. Mr Lim is 
well versed in the syllabus, and his extensive 
experience and resources has helped me in 
preparing for my exams. Mr Lim is not only a 
dedicated and knowledgeable teacher, he 
also cares for his students. He gives me the 
added push and motivates me to do well. I 
am thankful to have found Mr Lim to coach 
me in my Chemistry. 

Alloysius from NUS 
High School, sec 2 
(2019) was just passing 
his chemistry and 
physics but after 
tutoring him for 1 year 
in year 2 he is scoring A 
for chemistry and A for 
physics. 



  

 

Lin Myat 
AJC  J1 2019  
CHEMISTRY IMPROVED FROM U GRADE DURING MID YEAR TO B GRADE DURING END OF YEAR 
 
 

 

Sec 4 student from Maris  Stella (able to achieve top in level for overall in chemistry in 2018 in sec 3 and 3rd 
in cohort in 2019 for prelims exam in sec 4) 

 Mr Lim is very knowledgeable and teaches my son all the different techniques to all the chemistry 
theories. This allows my son to build up his confidence in answering the questions. Tuition Caleb Mum: 
Parent’s view : [25/11/2019]  
 
 
 
Mr Lim has been very patient while teaching me. He uses very efficient methods to help his students 
remember concepts and has helped me to improve my time management as well. He has given me a 
clearer understanding of concepts and increased my interest in learning chemistry and my confidence in 
handling chemistry questions has increased. -  Rachel from SAJC JC2 2019 student after her A level 
examinations. 
 

[25/11/2019] Tuition Caleb Mum: Mr Lim is a wonderful teacher that has 
helped me tremendously in my chemistry. His teaching methods allow me 
to better understand the subject in a fun and exciting way. He cares for 
each of his students, helping me late to the night to prepare for my 
examinations. Moreover, his strategy allows me to grasp the answering 
techniques that are required by the examiners. Finally, his pedagogy allows 
me to memorise chemistry with ease and I am sure he can help you too! 

 


